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Introduction to MTD
ØOverview of MTD
- MTD (Minimum Ionizing Particles Timing Detector) is a detector that
can measure the time when a MIP (Minimum Ionizing Particles) passes
through the detector with timing resolution of 30-40ps at the
beginning of operations
- MTD is planned for CMS during the High Luminosity LHC(HL-LHC) era
- MTD provides precise timing information that helps us identify and
reconstruct events with the high pile-up expected at HL-LHC

ØGluing tools make glue layer consistent and
uniform
ØSprings are used to apply consistent tension to
Sensor Modules and make the bonding between
LYSO arrays and SiPM arrays controllable

ØComponents of MTD
- The MTD is made of two components: a central barrel system (Barrel
Timing Layer or BTL) and two endcap systems (Endcap Timing Layer or
ETL)

Dimension Measurements
ØDimension measurements are necessary to check whether the
components and glue thickness satisfy our design requirements
ØDimensions of LYSO arrays are measured using Coordinate
Measurement Machine (CMM)
ØDimensions of SiPM arrays are measured using micrometers and CMM
ØStructure of BTL

ØGlue thickness can be calculated using the total length of the sensor
module before and after applying glue
ØGlue thickness is stable and below 100um according to the
measurement

Light Output Measurements
ØLight output measurements are needed to evaluate the quality of the
sensor module, including the performance of LYSO crystal, SiPM arrays
and glue layer
ØTwo main approaches are currently being employed to help us
understand the performance of Sensor Modules:
- Testbench measurement: Measure the Sensor Module response of
laser or Na-22 source in the lab
- Testbeam measurement: Measure the Sensor Module response of
Pion or Muon beams
ØMeasurements and analysis are ongoing

BTL Tray Assembly
ØMockups for all components of BTL tray are prepared
ØAssembly tool is designed to assemble Detector Modules

Gluing of MTD BTL Sensor Modules
ØGluing SiPMs to LYSO crystals with
RTV is needed to ensure good
mechanical and optical
connection
ØGluing tools and stencils are
designed to apply glue and hold
LYSO array together with SiPM
arrays stably while waiting for the
glue to dry (2 days)

Conclusion
ØThe assembly procedures for BTL modules and trays are being
validated
ØSensor module performance measurements are currently ongoing
ØMechanical and thermal tests with the BTL tray will be performed
soon

